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North South Dental & Legal Conference
Cape Town / Franschhoek, South Africa
18—25 April 2018
South Africa’s southern city of Cape Town is proudly
multicultural. It is renowned for its mix of determined
pioneers – Afrikaner descendants of the original Dutch
colonists, the majority coloured community, descendants
of European Jewish immigrants and more recently, Xhosa
migrants who have arrived from the Eastern Cape. This
melting pot of cultural diversity makes Cape Town a
vibrant and exciting African city, offering fabulous cuisine,
interesting museums and a layered history.
Set between the imposing table mountain and the Atlantic
Ocean, Cape Town’s rugged natural beauty showcases itself
at every turn. Travel to the Table Mountain’s summit with
the cable car for stunning wide vistas, and visit tumultuous
Cape Point where Africa’s surly currents collide. Our
agenda will include a private tour of Robben Island and the
notorious prison where Nelson Mandela spent 18 of his 27
incarcerated years.
The conference will then move to Franschhoek, just outside
of Stellenbosch, South Africa’s premier wine growing region.
Settled in 1688 by the French Huguenots, this visually
stunning region offers sublime wines and homesteads built in
the style of grand Cape Dutch architecture.
The academic program has always been the centrepiece
of our conferences, but an equally important element is the
networking activities we organise outside the professional

program. In order to take advantage of the networking
prospects available we encourage all delegates to share
their professional details and bring business cards to this
conference.

CONFERENCE VENUES
Academic Sessions: Table Bay Hotel/ Franschhoek House**
Accommodation: Table Bay Hotel/ Franschhoek House
The conference package for this conference is available to
view at www.cpetravel.com. Please note that you must book
this accommodation package with CPE Travel to register for
this conference.
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Indian Pacific Dental & Legal Conference
Kruger National Park / Johannesburg, South Africa
2—9 May 2018
It is hard to think of South Africa without thinking “Safari”!
Our conference is set in the magnificent Kapama Lodge, a
luxuriously appointed private lodge in the Greater Kruger
National Park. This region’s high density of wildlife ensures
you will have an excellent chance to spot Africa’s magnificent
“Big 5” – Lion, Leopard, Rhino, Elephant and Buffalo.
Kapama Lodge offers everything your quintessential African
safari should – beautiful design with fabulous food and wine
enjoyed whilst being serenaded with the sounds of the African
veld. Twice daily safari tours, accompanied by an expert ranger
and tracker are included. Conference lectures will be held in
the middle of the day when the sun is hot and the wildlife
takes refuge.
Following our Safari experience the conference moves to
Johannesburg. Here we will see first hand how this major
city turned a turbulent past into a thriving, racially inclusive,
judicial capital. Our conference group will have private tours of
the new Apartheid Museum and the diverse Soweto township,
which today is home to over 3.5million residents.
The academic program has always been the centrepiece
of our conferences, but an equally important element is the
networking activities we organise outside the professional
program. The interaction facilitated by CPE Conferences’ social
programs have established an increased camaraderie between
professionals of all backgrounds and specialties, a mutual

referring of clients and access to professional resources which
previously would have been either inaccessible or unknown.
Many retired professionals still attend CPE’s conferences due to
the continued exchange with like-minded individuals.

CONFERENCE VENUES
Academic Sessions: Kapama River Lodge/ Sandton Sun Hotel**
Accommodation: Kapama River Lodge/ Sandton Sun Hotel
The conference package for this conference is available to
view at www.cpetravel.com. Please note that you must book
this accommodation package with CPE Travel to register for
this conference.
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CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FEES

ACADEMIC PROGRAM

$1,345
$1,145
$945

CPE Conferences’ success as a quality CPD provider is not
based on a formula. Instead we offer an exciting kaleidoscope
of internationally crafted academic and social programs
perfected over the last 23 years by a team of professionals,
for professionals.

Per conference, per delegate (AUD)

$945

Single conference registration
Multiple conferences/delegates registration
Emeritus registration
(delegates retired from all forms of practice)
Speaker registration
(approved speakers only)

Delegates must book accommodation with CPE Travel in
order to register for the Africa conference series. Conference
registration is nonrefundable but transferable to another
conference within 12 months of the original conference dates.

CPE TRAVEL www.cpetravel.com
CPE Conferences highly recommend utilising the services of
our preferred travel partner CPE Travel whom we work closely
with to ensure your travel requirements are met. CPE Travel
are proud members of helloworld, the most professional and
experienced network of travel agents in Australia. With CPE
Travel you can benefit from access to this valuable network
as well as earning and burning your AMEX points on both
conference and leisure travel requirements. Be sure to
enquire about exclusive 2 for 1 packages as well as pre & post
conference options. CPE Travel Professionals can be contacted
on 07 3135 9360 or email travel@educationcpe.com.

ACCREDITATION
All Australian dentists must complete a minimum of 60
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) hours over
three years as a condition of continued registration with the
Dental Board of Australia. In each triennium 80 per cent of
the minimum 60 CPD hours must be clinically or scientifically
based. CPE Conferences meet the course provider standards
outlined in the Dental Board’s guidelines to continuing
professional development. Our conferences generally qualify
for the 20% of the compulsory CPD point requirement which
is not clinically or scientifically based, as they examine how the
law affects the practice of all aspects of medicine.

Expect a broad and comprehensive academic program
delivered by speakers that are innovative leaders in the fields
of law, medicine, business and technology. We invite both
Australian and international speakers to present papers that
are interesting, informative and useful for all practitioners. CPE
Conferences’ academic programs frequently include sessions
examining dento-legal issues, particularly in relation to the
use of anaesthesia. Previous delegates of the dental profession
have also been able to obtain scientifically based CPD points at
our conferences distinctly promoted as having clinical content.
Our speakers share their insights with you in an informal
setting conducive to fostering an increase in both knowledge
and networking prospects as well as the enrichment of your
CPD experience. Our bespoke programs provide a dynamic,
relevant and rewarding experience that broadens the mind
through a cross-pollination of ideas, across a diverse range of
cultures and professions.
Unlike other conferences, our academic agenda remains
fluid until the commencement of the conference. This enables
us to capitalise on the educational opportunities presented
by both the location and the ever constant changes in global
current affairs and technology. You will receive the final
academic program at the welcome drinks event.
Depending on the length of the conference, academic
sessions are run a minimum of four hours per day across four
afternoons of the conference week.
For an indication of this conference’s academic program,
please request a previous academic agenda or visit our website
www.cpeconferences.com for past papers.
**subject to change.

